
Dividing Up the Solar System

Solar System Scale Activity for Grades 5th through 8th

Play dough
Butter knife
Paper
Pencil, Pen or Marker

Materials:

(Note: you have to divide up small pieces of the play dough so if
you have a larger thing of dough it might make it easier)

 

Take your dough and roll it into a ball
Take 8 papers and label them: Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune, Uranus, Earth,
Venus, Mars and Mercury

Step one:
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To make it easier to separate roll the ball into a cylinder
Divide the cylinder into five even pieces with your butter knife

Step two:



Take the extra piece and roll it into a cylinder
Separate this cylinder into ten even pieces with your butter knife

Step four:

Take three of the pieces and place them onto the Jupiter paper
Then Take one piece and place it onto the Saturn paper
You should have one extra piece

Step three:
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Place seven of these pieces onto the Saturn paper
Place one piece onto the Uranus paper
Place one piece onto the Neptune paper
You should have one piece left

Step five:



Roll your leftover piece into a cylinder
Separate this cylinder into ten pieces with your butter knife

Step six:

Place two pieces onto the Saturn paper
Place four pieces onto the Uranus paper
Place three pieces onto the Neptune paper
You should have on piece left

Step seven:

Roll the extra piece into a cylinder (Here is where the pieces start to get
really small. Keep an eye on each piece and be carful when splitting
them)
Separate this cylinder into ten equal pieces with your butter knife

Step eight:
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Place five pieces onto the Saturn paper
Place two pieces onto the Earth paper
Place two pieces into the Venus paper
You should have one piece left

Step nine:

Roll the extra piece into a cylinder
Separate this cylinder into ten pieces using your butter knife

Step ten:

Place four pieces onto the Earth paper
Place one piece onto the Saturn paper
Place one piece onto the Mercury paper
Place three pieces onto the Mars paper
You should have one piece left

Step eleven:
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Roll your extra piece into a cylinder (be very careful with this one
because it is extremely small)
Separate this cylinder into five even pieces using your butter knife

Step twelve:

Place two pieces onto the Mars paper
Place three pieces onto the Mercury paper
You should have no more pieces left

Step thirteen:

Now that you have each piece separated, take the pieces on each planet
paper and roll them together to create your planets.
Each of your planets should look like the picture below

Step fourteen:
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